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CHARITY  DONATIONS  VERY  WELCOME
I have gone hi tech with our patients music system Page 6

Is this the best wire free blue tooth speaker ? Page 6

Prince   &  Candy

Have we found the resting place of Excalibur
King Arthur’s sword ?  See page  3

Valium is known to be one of the nasty addictive
drugs,    on TV over many years I have noticed on
programs patients on Valium,  and the medical
profession,  have said it usually takes months,
sometimes years to come off this as it is so addictive,
and I would not dispute this.
So I will tell you a story of one of my patients.
“Cath” I will call her,  was on Valium for the
second time after a bad and violent relationship.
Her son called me out to see his Mum.
As I walked through the door it was like walking
into a wall the negativity and atmosphere was so
strong.
I greeted Cath, who was a lovely lady,  looking very
confused, disturbed, and unwell.
First I could “feel” I needed to get to know Cath,
so I just sat down by her side and held her hand.
Cath started talking to me,  she just kept talking
and talking,  her son just sat there with his mouth
open, he said to me  ..”Mum does not talk” ……
She did to me !
Then I gave Cath spiritual healing,   while scanning
her body I felt a major problem around her lower
body,  nothing that I was to concerned about,  I
managed to remove it without any trouble,  Cath
did not mention this and I did not mention it as I
did not want to cause her any more worry.

Drug addition
The power of healing

“I could hear the birds singing and noticed
the buds on the trees for the first time”

said Cath

Continued on page 3

Summer special
Extra photographs  page 3

Photographs taken with my Cannon EOS digital

Cherie is starting to look like a fully grown Pyrenean
now,  although she still has a little way to go,  and a
long way in mentality,  she is still very much a puppy.

There is a lovely winding walk down to the beach
from here,  where  there is another nice walk from
the beach inland to another tin mine ruins,  following
a stream that is tinted red by the old miners tin.
We have spend many hours walking this path,  Billy
and now Cherie drinking from the stream.
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A sight for sore eyes
While coming back from treating my patient in London recently,
the train stops at Redding,  which is just about 30 minutes from

London,  then it is non stop to Exeter St Davids  which is the other
side of the country,  there it turns south heading for Cornwall.

At Redding I saw several lads running for the train with full size
surf boards in their arms,  these are quite a size to carry as any

of you who have seen them close up.
It was a nice sight to see,  while we always see surfers when we go

to the other coast,  it was still a nice holiday sight to see.
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What is it with our pets and washing baskets ?�

Misty,  my last born and last to go
decided to get into the basket for a rest
just 2 days before her 3 month birthday

Date on the photo

Cherie,   3 months old today
I cannot tell a lie we put her in the basket

to get a comparison with Misty
16th March 2014

Tinkie the cat
Decided to rest awhile in another

washing basket
25th October 2013

Hi spiritual seekers,
No prizes for those of you who have noticed I have finally changed my photo here.
I thought it was about time I took a new up to date picture.
This was taken this July on the coastal pathway just one mile from our cottage,  this is where we
walk Billy and Cherie every day,  twice a day,  you can see a few yachts in the distance.
While I said earlier on this year,  I did not get a weather forecast before the end of last year for this year which is most
       unusual,  I was told before the spring that the summer this year
       will not be much to talk about,  and to date has proved to be true.

I did however predict that September and October would be really
 good weather,  so fingers crossed, and do not put those bikini's
 and sun tan lotion away too soon !

The photograph left was taken in August 2nd at one of our special
favourite places,  St Angnes on the north (Atlantic) coast.
This is St Agnes Head, looking towards  Chapple Porth,  with

 Porth Towan in the distance.
This is an 100 plus miles round trip from where we live,  on the
opposite coast.

A message from Reverend Malcolm

PLEASE NOTE: DUE TO THE MANY SCAM CALLS WE RECEIVE,  I HAVE
CHANGED MY PHONE NOT TO ACCEPT NO NUMBER CALLS,

SO IF YOU HAVE YOUR PHONE SET  TO WITHHOLD YOUR NUMBER
YOU WILL HAVE TO ALTER THIS TO RING US

Billy and Cherie  below,
Cherie 20 ½ months old.
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SU
MMER SPECIALPHOTOGRAPHS TAKEN

August 2nd at St Agnes Head
One of our favourite places on the north coast

It is so beautiful I could easily spend my days here

Early spring the moorland is covered with deep purple
Heather,  then around August as that dies down yel-
low heather pops through as you can see here.

The view from the Head,  the Atlantic waves rolling in
across the golden sand.     Immediately below is
Chapple Porth,  in the distance Porth Towan.

This is one of the best places we know for walks,  here
there are hundreds of paths across the moors going
every which way,  some down to beaches,  some to
the costal path with others just across the moors,  or
even to old Tin Mine ruins. Some seen above right.

The same view looking to the left,  the Wheal Coates
Tin Mine ruins,  listed as one of the best tin mine ruins
in Cornwall,  another in  St. Agnes the last remaining
tin production centre in the UK at the Blue Hills mine.

Car park St Agnes Head with rocks to prevent cars going over the edge Cherie sitting in her car after a big walk, Billy lying out of sight
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Dozmary Pool in Cornwall  not very far from us
is this the final resting place of King Arthur’s sword Excalibur ?

Billy having a good mooch around and enjoying him-
self while visiting Dozmary Pool situated quite high on
Bodmin Moor.
You cannot help feeling an eerie feel about the place.
There was a story that this was a bottomless pool
where King Arthur threw Excalibur.
There is not a lot of fuss on arriving there, not even a
car park, just a small space by the side of a very nar-
row road,  big enough for 3 or 4 cars.
Then there is nothing smart about it there as well,  no
fancy signs or anything,  just a narrow very lumpy
track that is hard to walk along leading all the way
down to Dozmary Pool.
It was hard but worth while when we got there.

I wonder if this is true,  or just another legend ?
The eerie feel to the place is very real indeed,   some-
thing is causing this ?
If you look at the shore line on this photograph,  while
it is uninteresting and just dirt,  there was nothing that
could cause any reflection of any kind.
So why then you need to ask yourself,  is there two
light anomalies close to the  waters edge ?
You can see many along the waters edge and even up
in the sky,  some may try to explain this away by
claiming them to be light reflection,  but there is no
explanation for the 2 in the dirt !
Remember, believing is not seeing, ….

     ….. seeing is believing.

This could have been a condition that was coming into her body,  or left from a previous illness,  so I said nothing as I
didn’t want to worry  Cath.
After treatment the first thing Cath said was  “what are you wearing ? ”,   “Nothing”    I said  “I could smell the cologne
my old Nan used to wear”  Cath said,    “I know”  I said,  “she popped in to give you her love”   A little smile came on her
face.
Then Cath said,   “ I also have a shingles type condition around my lower waist I did not tell you about, but the pain has
now gone” ? …. I said I felt that and removed it but did not mentioned it as there was no need.
Cath’s son was very pleased at how his Mother seemed after treatment.
I always ask the patient to phone me 24 hours after treatment to see how they feel.
Cath rang me as requested,  telling me as soon as her head hit the pillow that night she was asleep for the first time in a
long time,  adding she had gone out to buy food also the first time in a long while.
What brought a tear to my eyes is she said    “for the first time I noticed it was spring ?,   I could see the buds on the trees,
and I could hear the birds singing” …… I said to myself, …. JOB WELL DONE ….
Then something that I would think doctors etc would find it hard to believe …. Cath told me she had not taken a Valium
since !       Not bad for an addictive drug the medical profession tell us it can take up to years to come off,  in just one ses-
sion and she did not need any more.
I met a friend of hers 18 months later,  I did not know her but she knew me,  she told me Cath was still OK 18 months on.

Continued from page 1  - Drug addition:
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Nostalgia

This photograph taken with my old Kodak 120 folding front camera,  2 1/4” square negatives

A Summer photograph for the middle of summer

Note my “posh” car (lol).   An old Austin A50 I owned in my late teens between my BSA and my Jaguar days.
I fitted twin carburettors and tuned this up quite a bit,  but it kept blowing cylinder heads, this engine was known
for this.
I used this camp site a lot, it was just over the hill so to speak to my home, you can see how old this photo is by
the cars, tents and caravans.
I really used to love camping,   still do but tent living is probably not best for our age and limited limb move-
ment.     What good times and memories I have from yesteryear,  as I am sure you do.

Holding camp site at Clent, Worcestershire,  the first permanent camp site of the Camping Club of GB,
and my local site,  it was named after the founder of the Camping Club in 1937 if I remember right.
You will not find the site listed as “Holding” now as they have changed its name,  this is a pity in my opinion,
and disrespectful  to its founder !

Who’s that hansom chap standing there I hear you say ?,   Oh, that was me half a lifetime ago,
wish I could go back to those easy care free days of yesteryear.
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A few weeks ago we called into a local camp site, just
to see if they had caravan storage as we had to move
our charities caravan.
On entering the reception I noticed an advert for an
evening with Colin Fry and guests ?
Many years ago I watched him on the free view chan-
nels on his TV program … “ The 6th Sense”…
He seems a good medium,  ( although there are some
who say he is fake, offering proof ),  he came across as
very good on TV,  perhaps he made some mistakes in
the past ?
The tickets were £20 each so I brought 2.
This turned out to be the worst night ever,  for many
reasons,  first,   all we saw was a entourage of different
so called psychics who’s ability I found dubious.
On arriving at the camp site we noticed people standing
outside chatting to,  who we later found out to be some
of these so called “readers”,  not very professional in
our opinion.
If that was not enough,  during the many breaks
throughout the evening we noticed many people stand-
ing at the bar also talking to some of the “readers”,  and
these people were picked out by these “readers”,
leaving them right open as plants and the like.
In fact one lady we saw talking to these “readers” at the
bar was chosen for a reading by no less than 2 of the
“readers” she had been talking to ?
All very unprofessional,  dubious,  and in bad taste we
thought.
If that was not enough,  during these breaks,  non de
script music was played so loud it was horrendous,  one
has to ask was the person in charge of the music of so
little intelligence they could not see and realise most
the audience was older people, and not the age group
that would want such loud music deafening them ?
Even a man trying to sell raffle tickets had to ask him
to turn the music down as he could not even talk to the
people !
If that was not enough,  they were flashing disco lights
all around the floor,  this was supposed to be a
evening of mediumship,  not a cheap side show which
is all it turned out to be !
One would expect during such evenings to hear quiet
relaxing or meditational music between sessions,  not
what was more like a kinder garden disco !
We could not be more disappointed as we were that
evening.
After booking up to see the medium as advertised on
the leaflets to be subjected to that utter chaos and mess
and unknown readers that one had to look upon through

 what one observed and performance.
…. An evening with Colin Fry and guests ….  Should mean
just that,  Colin Fry with the odd guest not ALL guests and
no Colin Fry……..
At 10 30pm we were so upset and disappointed,  not to
mention completely fed up with our ear drums been con-
stantly bombarded with unacceptable high levels of bad
music,  we decided to leave…
A total waste of £40 which was taken from us by deception.
I did do some research into Colin Fry,  to find a web site and
email address so I could give him my views about this
unacceptable behaviour,  as a professional in my spiritual
field.
What I found was quite sad,  Colin Fry has been diagnosed
with untreatable lung cancer,  although he still travels
around with this show ?
I do feel very sorry for Colin, but he should not be deceiving
hundreds,  probably thousands of people out of their money
by advertising his shows,  bringing in people who have
heard his name,  or even seen him in TV as I  did, when he
is not attending in person.
This is fraud clearly,  unknown readers earning money on
the back of Colin’s name and success.
On looking further these shows are booked all through the
year still,  many months through the weeks as well.
He is saying   “ the show must go on  “ …..
But he is not informing all these people paying good money
to see him when he is not appearing,  this is taking money
by deception on a big scale.
On top of that,  his information says some events may be
cancelled due to Collins condition,  but the tickets will still
be valid just take them to the next show ?,  So will people
want to maybe travel vast distances if the show they paid for
is cancelled,  and if they did they would be even more upset
to find they have been mislead completely as we were.
One would expect some professionalism and integrity from
Colin, all that is shown by this and the many numerous
shows still to come, greed and money is all that is important.
What a great shame for all concerned.
So should you see these shows advertised as they are all
over the country, please take notice of our experiences and
what you will find is the truth.
Even if the show we went to see music wise was the actual
venue’s fault,  it is still not acceptable.
There was a rolling TV advert asking for even more money
the entire show for what is claimed an animal sanctuary in
Spain.   All very “tatty and in bad taste ” in our opinion.

I shall send out my healing thoughts for Colin,  as I feel
sorry for him,  but he needs to take action on the above.

We went to see Colin Fry from TV program  “ The 6th Sense ”
A total waste of time and money  -  think before you go



When I first started treating patients seriously,  more years
ago than I care to remember,  back well before the turn of
the century, I used to visit patients more than they come
to me.
When I started healing most my patients did not know
what a CD was let alone have one,  so I knew I needed a
decent music system to take with me for my patients to
listen to,  as well as helping myself and my doctors.
Initially I made one up with bits I already had around.
I had a pilots case, as well as 2 decent Sony speakers, and
a “Walkman” type CD player.
So I wired this up with a long lead so I could plug it into
the mains on arrival at my patients home.
This worked well,  all be it a little messy as I had to pull
the speakers and player out of the case with wires around.
After a number of years,  I decided to make something
more professional looking and easier to use,   so I brought
a camera case with pre punched foam squares so you can
just pull what you need out to fit equipment safely,  I had
to buy different speakers as my old Sony’s were much to
large.
Fitting the speakers and CD unit into the special foam,
with a long lead fitting into the lid, all I had to do is open
the case,  pull the wire out and plug it in,  it looked the part
and did the job very well with a good sound.
This lasted many years,  up to this year in fact,  and it is
still perfect to use, but it is not always possible to take it
with me in some circumstances,  it it not heavy, but bulky.
One evening when I was messing about on my laptop as I
do not like the TV,  I started looking at blue tooth speaker,
just for something to do passing the time, of course I did
know of them seeing them many times on sites,  but
discarded them through looks thinking them as more of
gimmick, or just for people who wanted something small
for their phone or laptop, perhaps I am too old fashion but
I like a things to look like what they should be.
Then I saw reports about some,  good and bad,  after a bit
of mooching I saw a magical name … “ Denon” …
Most of you probably have never heard of that name as
you will not find them in your local electrical store,
Denon do high end Hi Fi equipment with amazing testi-
monials of their quality,  this is something on my “ love to
own” list one day,  a complete set of Denon HiFi separates.
I never imagined they would have made an item like this,
the testimonials were way above all the others as to be
expected with this companies reputation,  one one or two
did say they thought it may have a little to much bass, but
this is something that gets high marks with me, a god bass
reproduction,  this is a sign of a good speaker,  cheap and
small ones have no bass at all sounding rather tinny.
It was not cheap, but quality never is.
So I brought a Denon Envaya  blue tooth speaker.

Denon do a “tube” size version as many are, for people
who are looking for a compact size, as well as the model
I brought.
The Envaya measures 10 inches by 5 inches so is a decent
size for a portable speaker,  it is surprisingly heavy for its
size when you pick it up, again a sign of quality.
There are 3 speakers in this model,  amazing sound for the
size, and yes,  it has a good bass.
The Envaya pairs up to your mobile phone,  laptop ect.,
very easily, it comes with a mains charger,  and a USB
socket so you could actually charge your phone or device
from it !
It has a AUX socket to plug a device in by wire should
you want,  as well as a good volume for its size.
As an optional extra there is even a good strong travelling
case for this model,  where I brought it they supplied this
@ £20) free.
The blue tooth connection is very strong,  I have walked
upstairs with my phone and the Envaya has still been
playing down stairs !
Now, when visiting patients,  should I not wish to take my
music system in a box,  I can simply carry the Envaya in
its case.
On arrival at my patients home, all I need to do is get it
out of its case,  switch it on,  connect it to my mobile
phone which is quick and easy,  and away I go playing
any music I have stored on it.  ( cancelling calls of course).
NO wiring at all to bother about, and a sound quality
easily as good,  in fact better than most computer speakers.
In bygone years,  one could not trust batteries as the life
of any device was very limited for my needs, now with
new batteries and technology this is no longer a problem.
As I have mentioned in 2 previous news letters,  ( re my
professional ear piece and head set ).
The battery life listed for the Envaya is 10 hours,  more
than needed for a days visiting patients as a rule.
I do not doubt this,  as the first thing I do when arriving at
my hotel room in London is put my meditational music
on so I can relax and meditate in readiness to got to treat
my patient.
Then on my return,  I put it on again listening to it during
the evening,    I have used it without charge for around 7
hours or more easily, and it has still shown around half
charge or almost,  so great.
Of course it can still be used what it is plugged in charg-
ing in any case.
The Envaya gets my full approval for everything
about it or I would not have brought it,  on using it I
am even more impressed.
It is far from cheap,  RR around £170, but for what it
offers one cannot expect it to be,  it is possibly the best.
“ Yer pays your money and yer take your choice”.

Is this the best blue tooth wire free speaker We take our patients music into the digital age



You may download & print out this news letter for your own use or to give to someone, but No other printing or copying by any way in whole or in part for any other reason without the

Or the good old fashion way, send us a cheque or P.O., or just pop into your bank (or ours Lloyds).

      Spiritual Healing Association Worldwide    -    Acc. No: 01388378      -     Sort code: 30-91-68
               or send to: Polgray Cottage, Shutta, East Looe,  Cornwall PL13 1LY
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If you would like to send us a donation for our Charity
it is very simple & easy to do …

you may use a credit or debit card, by post, email, text or phone, also the secure WorldPay donate
Button yourself on our web site

Powered by
WorldPay

All major
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Debit & creditCard : 075 811 37 649Prince Ricky
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With our charity status, & spiritual pathway, w e are hear to help you - complete confidentiality
We fund the charity with the donations received from psychic and tarot readings

Readings only £1-00p per minute to help fund our charity, we ring you (UK only), inc. mobiles
No set time scale - no card charges - please ring for information or to book - 10am to 10pm

Charity  Donations

www.spiritualhealingassociationworldwide.co.uk                                               Telephone: 075 811 37 649

Reverend Malcolm is area
contact for Cornwall & Devon
Any one can join, not just healers,

you are all welcome
Take a look on our web site

For information,
www.cor i n th ia nhea l ing . co .uk
T e lephone:  01323  846546
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On one of my recent visits to London to treat my patient,  I come across this, walking up to the taxi’s,  there was 1
parked right on the traffic lights engine running.    One would rightfully think he was waiting for the lights to turn
green,  9
I could not walk up to him anyway as there were metal safety railings
preventing this,  so I walked up to another parked much further back in a safe
position, giving him my destination I got inside.

He drove away, stopping at the first cab still parked there, the 1st driver said
 “unbelievable”,  my driver replied “they all do that”,  being amazed at the
stupidity I said in a stern voice, (not like me), “carry on I am paying for this”
 On our arrival he was all Sir this and Sir that,  I paid him and said …. “ you
want to go and tell that cabie if he wants fares he needs to park in a safe
place not right on the traffic lights with cars whizzing past !
The driver agreed saying I have seen that before.

The Dozy Cockney London Black Cab Driver
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Halo  Halo  halo  -  “evening all”
Two boys in blue outside Primark’s opposite my hotel room,  they were there for some time,

not seem them before so maybe they were looking for someone,  or maybe they were just passing time till tea break ?



Sheila & Tundra

Psychic Artist Sheila Moore
This is something I have done since I came into the spiritual world about
40 years ago now. I always loved doing portraits so it came very naturally.

Chakra Angels…
Image of Guide or Loved One in watercolour presented A5

in a card setting with the surround decorated in the
chakra colour that your helper wishes to inspire you with.

Comes with a description of the philosophies of that particular chakra.
Or... A Pastel or Pencil drawing on A4 paper with a mount.

£17.00 Price includes postage.
Contact Sheila Tel: 01366 328 629

www.psychicartspiritualvisions.com

Please pass any comments you may have to us,
no matter what they may be.

Do  you  recognise  these  people  ?


